
Lutik is a unique digital protection device with basic protection functions for MT 
networks,  and a very attractable price, which is close to electromechanical relays 
type price level. On top of that, Lutik is a CT powered relay (ordering option), 
that make it an ideal relay for retrofit projects. The ideal solution for retrofit. 
Lutik is designed to perform the functions of relay protection, automation, 
control, monitoring, diagnostics and communication in MV networks. There are 
two options of Lutik relay you can order: the one that is CT powered series and 
another which does require guarantee operating current. Lutik also has a unique 
communication bus, which was developed by our engineers and is called NERVE.

Lutik has  
7 mechanical 
Indicators 
that maintain their position in 
the absence of power, as well as 
control buttons on front. Also, it 
has a special button-switch as a 
protection against accidental 
pressing

Lutik is a USB powered relay! 
There only what you need to do 
pre-configurations on Lutik is to 
connect it to your PC.

LutikLutik
Built-in current 
supply

Operation at minimum 
protection settings is now 
possible

It is powered 
simultaneously from 
two phases Ia and Ic 
at a current of 0.8 A

10 years
warranty

It costs less then 
you can image!



Overcurrent protection
Overload protection
Arc Flash Protection (by external signal)
Single phase earth fault protection
CB control and automation
Phase failure protection
Control circuit monitoring
ATS
Recloser (79)
Breaker failure (50BF)

A list of main protection and control 
functions

Lutik is equipped with a NERVE — 
high speed communication bus!

Improve reliability of key control 
function, like : ATS/50BF, AFP, 68 due 
to the continuous self-diagnosis of the 
communication bus

Exchange of all signals between 32 relays 
for 15 ms maximum. It is 2 time faster to 
traditional communication approaches

No communication data disruption in case 
of one cubicle is set in service mode 
 
Much less intersection chains and wiring, 
as all control data is sent via NERVE

Time synchronization between relays, 
installation of additional devices is not 
required

NERVE bus does not require any power 
sources and has a very simple setup

It does not require special qualifications 
and hours of trainings for engineers

Confident work in the “information 
storm” mode due to hardware-based 
collision management

All data exchange (ATS / 50BF, 68, 
AFP and other) is done by NERVE 
communication bus

No capacitor power 
supplies is need


